TAMA Executive Committee Telemeeting
5/10/2017, 9:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Attendees:
Venky Gadde, Harsha Yerneni, Rajesh Tadikamalla, Manoj Tatikonda, Priya Balusu, Hemanth Penmetsa, Innaiah Yenumala, Ram Bandreddi

Non-Attendees with Notification:
Murali Boddu, Aditya Gali, Bharath Maddineni

Agenda:
• Ugadi Expenses
• Ugadi Video
• Table Tennis Tournament - May 13th
• Immigration Seminar - May 20th
• Manabadi Exams - May 20th
• Telugu Maatlaata - May 21st
• GBM for Bylaws Amendments - June 10th.
• Life Members Benefits
• Ugadi ByteGraph Invoice
• Why to become TAMA Member write up - Ram Bandreddi - Status Update
• Sponsors for Deepaavali
• Future Events Calendar - Sports / Mahila-Sambaralu / Batukkamma-Dasara etc.
• Website Update - Past Events

Meeting Minutes Summary:
• Harsha will send balance sheet for Ugadi.
• Harsha will followup with Murali regarding Ugadi video upload.
• We need help and support for all future events like Table Tennis, Immigration Seminar, Manabadi Exams, Telugu Maatlaata, GBM for by-laws changes etc.
• Harsha emailed language that goes to vendors for rewards program recognition, as part of life member benefits.
• Per team's approval Harsha will pay ByteGraph half of the screen cost due to their issues.
• Ram said that he will send 'why to become TAMA member' write up to Board ASAP, as agreed.
• We need to find sponsors for Deepaavali and Mahila Sambaralu.
• We want to plan to celebrate Batukkamma event during Dasara.
• Bharath needs to update website with all the past event writeups/photos/videos/meeting-minutes etc.

Meeting minutes by - Venky Gadde, General Secretary